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Today we will share PID’s approach to addressing mental health and 
substance use disorder through ensuring access to comprehensive coverage

Agenda
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 Discuss Pennsylvania Insurance 
Department’s efforts to address 
MH/SUD:

 Promoting consistency in coverage

 Strengthening enforcement of 
behavioral health parity

 Outreach to health care 
professionals and consumers 
regarding coverage and knowledge 
of parity laws



PID has worked to ensure consumers gain access to the 
treatment they need to get well

PID’s Efforts

Creating consistency in coverage

Strengthening enforcement of 
behavioral health parity

Conducting wide-ranging 
educational outreach
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PID worked with commercial insurers to align prior-
authorization requirements for MAT and opioid prescriptions

1. Removal of Prior-authorization for medication 
assisted treatment (MAT) 

 Coverage of at least one Buprenorphine/naloxone 
combination product

 Coverage of Methadone as MAT

 Coverage of injectable and oral Naltrexone

 Coverage of at least one form of nasal naloxone 
without quantity limits

The guidelines also provide that MAT will be covered at 
the lowest patient cost tier on the plan’s pharmacy benefit
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See MAT agreement press release here: 
https://www.media.pa.gov/pages/insurance-details.aspx?newsid=344

https://www.media.pa.gov/pages/insurance-details.aspx?newsid=344


PID worked with commercial insurers to align prior-
authorization requirements for MAT and opioid prescriptions

2. Aligning Prior-Authorization Requirements for Prescription Opioids

Guidelines implement 
thresholds for prior 

authorization for long 
and short acting 

opioids, morphine 
milligram equivalents 

(MMEs) while 
establishing   

exceptions for active 
cancer, sickle cell 

crisis, and palliative 
care and hospice 

patients.
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PID is strengthening enforcement of behavioral health 
treatment parity through market conduct exams

Parity

Pennsylvania is a 
leader among 

regulators in our 
rigorous approach to  
evaluating mental 

health and substance 
use disorder treatment 

parity through 
comprehensive market 

conduct exams. 
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PID continues to strengthen enforcement of mental health 
treatment parity through market conduct exams

Who is being evaluated? Individual, small group, and large 
group commercial payers.

What is the exam? The comprehensive exam evaluates the 
company’s adherence to all provisions of the Affordable Care 
Act and associated state law, including business practices, 
policies and procedures.
Why is the exam being administered? The goal of the exam is 
to ensure companies have complied with consumer protections 
guaranteed under state and federal law. 
How is the exam being conducted? The Department is 
authorized under state law to conduct market conduct exams 
to ensure compliance with state law.

Market conduct exams
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Market conduct examiners review a comprehensive list of 
state and federal MH/SUD laws and regulations

• Act 106 and the state non-discrimination and parity law, 40 
P.S. §§ 908-1 et seq.

Bulletin, Guidance Regarding Parity in Mental Health and 
Substance Use Disorder Coverage; Notice 2016-15

• The Paul Wellstone and Pete Domenici Mental Health Parity 
and Addiction Equity Act of 2008 (MHPAEA) 

Federal regulation, 45 C.F.R. § 146.136

• Essential Health Benefits in the Affordable Care Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§ 300gg-6 and 18022

45 C.F.R. § 156.130

Market conduct exams laws and regs
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http://www.pacodeandbulletin.gov/Display/pabull?file=/secure/pabulletin/data/vol46/46-44/1884.html
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=e4d9bb958cd8ccfc141726164f82e0a1&mc=true&node=pt45.2.146&rgn=div5#se45.2.146_1136


• Comprehensive exams have allowed PID to examine:
Operations;
Management; 
Systems;
Processes; and 
Complaint and claims handling.

• In-depth review has allowed us to:
Understand the big picture from a regulatory perspective and
Tailor outreach and education efforts to target specific 
problems.

In-depth reviews of companies has allowed PID to identify 
areas of opportunity

Market conduct exams: lessons learned
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The enactment of bipartisan legislation will strengthen and clarify 
mental health/substance use disorder parity analysis and enforcement

• Acts 89 & 92 require insurance 
companies to:

• Certify compliance with Mental Health 
Parity Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA);

• Demonstrate and document how its 
limitations on MH/SUD benefits are 
comparable to limitations on physical 
service benefits; and

• Make available upon request – to a 
consumer or provider, and to the 
Department – a consumer-friendly 
explanation of its analyses regarding 
treatment limitations that affect 
consumer’s access to MH/SUD benefits.

Act 89 & 92
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https://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/Legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=PDF&sessYr=2019&sessInd=0&billBody=H&billTyp=B&billNbr=1439&pn=3629
https://www.legis.state.pa.us/CFDOCS/Legis/PN/Public/btCheck.cfm?txtType=PDF&sessYr=2019&sessInd=0&billBody=H&billTyp=B&billNbr=1696&pn=3630


PID has also focused on outreach through developing educational 
videos for both consumers and health care providers

Topics include:

1. Know your rights:  Health insurance coverage for 

mental health and substance use disorder

2. Know your coverage:  Individual health insurance

3. Know your coverage:  Employer health insurance

4. Know your coverage:  Self-funded employer coverage

5. Know your coverage:  Small employer

6. Know your coverage:  Large employer

Mental Health and Substance Use Disorder Parity Videos
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Link to Videos: 
https://www.insurance.pa.gov/Coverage/Pages/Parity.aspx

https://www.insurance.pa.gov/Coverage/Pages/Parity.aspx


PID is seizing an opportunity to coordinate and enhance 
MH/SUD parity efforts among stakeholders

Parity next steps

Pennsylvania is 
working on a multi-

agency effort to 
engage providers, 

advocacy groups, and 
others to glean a 

better understanding of 
current knowledge and 
interaction with parity.
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PID surveyed thousands of providers and is using the results to develop 
educational material to empower providers with parity-related knowledge

•Intro: What is parity?
•How do you spot noncompliance (red flags)
•What have Commonwealth agencies done and what 
resources exist?

General Overview

•What kind of coverage do patients have?
•Based on coverage type, how do patients/provider submit a 
complaint?

•How to report (for providers and for patients)

How to help a patient/client

• Requires expected claims information not available to the 
general public

• Overview of how calculation worksFinancial Requirements

• Overview of how these treatment limitations work
• What to compare and how to compareQTLs and NQTLs

• How to complain on behalf of patients
• Tracking and submittingProvider Parity Complaints

Print, video, and webinar resources (with accompanying 
CE credits) will be made available winter 2021.
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/painsurancedepartment

Webpage link: https://www.insurance.pa.gov

Have a consumer question? 1-877-881-6388

PID contact information
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https://www.facebook.com/painsurancedepartment
https://www.insurance.pa.gov/


Questions? 

megbarbour@pa.gov
kdzurec@pa.gov
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mailto:megbarbour@pa.gov
mailto:kdzurec@pa.gov
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